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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [6, Problem (4)] we made the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 1. If G is a semisimple algebraic group over an algebraically 
field k, then two elements a and a’ are conjugate in G if and only if f(a) and 
f(n’) are conjugate in GL(V) for every irreducible rational representation (f, Y) 
of G. 
In this note we prove this result, at least when char k is 0 or sufficiently 
large (cf. Remark 1 at the end of this paper). 
Recently Gauger [l, Theorem 11 has proved the analogous result for Lie 
algebras (in characteristic 0). His proof, unlike ours, is not adaptable to groups. 
In Section 2, below, we prove the result for Lie algebras and in Section 3 we 
give the modifications needed for algebraic groups. Until the remarks at the end 
of the paper k is assumed to be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. 
2. LIE ALGEBRAS 
In this section L is a semisimple Lie algebra over k and G is its adjoint group. 
THEOREM 2. The elements A and A’ of L are conjugate under G if and only if 
f(A) and f(A') aye conjugate under GL(V) f or every irreducible representation 
(f? V) ofL. 
Proof. Since “only if” is obvious, we turn to the proof of “if.” If A and A’ 
are semisimple the result is known: If f (A) and f (A’) are conjugate for every f, 
then p(A) =$(A’) for every invariant polynomial p on L, and hence A is 
conjugate to A’ under G. The argument here is well known: By a theorem of 
Chevalley (see, e.g., [2, 126-1291) one may replace Z by a Cartan subalgebra and 
G by the Weyl group in the result to be proved and then easily prove it since the 
latter group is finite. 
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LEMMA. Let L, be a re&ctiueLie algebra over k as aboae, X a ~~~~otent element, 
and G, the adjoint group. Then X can be imbeddea? ir, a triple {X7 H, Y> ~PZ L, 
isomorphic to the standard basis of sl, (consisting of EIz , El,-E,, , ES1 , respectizelyj, 
if {E&j aye the matrix units). Hue H is necessarily semisimpb. B;icrtheP X dettimities 
up to conjugacy under G,, (the centralizer of X in GI) and similarly m% X and 
N ~nte~cha~ge~. &ally, the relation between X and H is presewed by rnoy~~~s~s. 
For the proof of the lemma, see [3]. Now take A in Theorem 2 and decompose 
it into its semisimple and nilpotent parts S and X. Thus X EL, , the centralizer 
of S in L, a reductive algebra. Choose N EL, as in the lemma with L, replaced 
by L, . Similarly define s’, x’, H’ in terms of A’. Since f(A) and f(A’) 
conjugate under GIL(Y), so are their semisimple partsf(S) andf(S’). Thus S 
s’ are conjugate under G by the semisimple case of Theorem 2. Hence we may 
assume from now on that S = s’. Thus f(X) and f (X’) are conjugate under 
GL(V)/‘),~,) . Hence so are J(H) and f(H’) by the lemma with L, replaced by 
g&t,) , and so also are f(S + cH) and f (S + cH’) for every c E K. Thus 
S i cH and S + cHI are conjugate under G by the semisimple case of Theorem 
Replacing ,H’ by a conjugate under G, if necessary we may assume that H and 
’ belong to some Cartan subalgebra of 15, , thus that S, I-%, and H’ belong to 
some Cartan sublagebra of L. Then S + cN and S + 09’ are conjugate by an 
element w = W(C) of the Weyl group, and a single w wil! work for all c since k 
is irreducible as an algebraic variety and the Weyl group is finite. Thus wS = S, 
so that w is represented in G, , and wH = H’. ence Ii and H’ are conjugate 
under Gs , h ence also X and x’ by the lemma, and finally also A and A’, as 
required. 
3. ALGEBRAIC GROUPS 
We now prove: 
THEOREM 3. Conjecture 1 holds if char k = 0. 
ProoJ Here also the semisimple case is known, even if char k + 0: If f(a) 
and f(a’) are conjugate for every f, then tr f (a) = trf(a’) for every f, hence 
g(a) =g(a’) for every class function g, and a and a’ are conjugate (see [SC 
Section 6]). Hn the general case with a = sx and a’ = s’x’ the Jordan decomposi- 
tions we may assume that s = s’ as before. We now attach to x (which may be 
any unipotent element in any reductive group over iz) a one-parameter subgroup 
az k* --f 6, as follows. Write x = exp X with X nilpotent, choose (X, N, Yj 
in L, as in the lemma, and then let a(t) be the image of diag(t, ZY-~) under the 
morphism of SL, into G whlse differential maps the standard basis of s& anto 
(X, N, Yl; another description (at least in characteristic 0): OK k* --a 6, is the 
unique morphism whose differential maps t(d/dt) onto PI. Here x determines ol 
UP tQ G,,,- conjugacy and similarly with x and a interchanged; and the relation 
between x and 01 is preserved by morphisms. 
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All of this follows easily from the lemma. It enables us to parallel the argument 
of Section 2. Define a in terms of x’ as al in terms of X. Sincef(a) andf(a’) are 
conjugate in GL(T/‘),c~) , so aref 0 x andf o a’, hencef(ol(t)) andf(a’(t)) for every 
t E A*. Thus sol(t) and sol’(t), which are semisimple, are conjugate in G for every 
t E K*, by an element of the Weyl group once all of these elements are put in the 
same maximal torus, which is permissible as before, by an element independent 
of t, again as before. Thus a and 0~’ are conjugate under G, . Hence so are x 
and x’, and finally a and a’, as required. 
Remarks. 1. The proof just given also works when char K is 0 or large 
enough, about 4 times the Coxeter number (see [4, Paragraph III, 4.31). 
2. Not allf’s are needed in Theorem 3 (or in Theorem 2), just enough so 
that the coefficients of the characteristic polynomials of the f(a)‘s for the f's 
used generate the algebra of all class functions, as our proof shows. For types 
A,. , C,. , the single standard f will do, for types B, , D, , the spin representations 
will do, and for any simply connected group the fundamental representations 
will do (see [5, Section 61). Further details on this point, in the case of Lie 
algebras, may be found in [I]. 
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